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, SUMMARY
. A review has been made of the factors affecting commercial aircraft s-
"_I operating and delay costs. From this work, an airline operating cost model was
developed which includes a method for estimating the labor and material costs
of indl,;idual airframe maintenance systems. The model, similar in some
respeczs to the standard Air Transport Association of America (ATA) Direct
Operating Cost model, permits estimates of alrcraft-related costs not now
included in the standard ATA model (e.g., aircraft service, landing fees,
flight attendants, and control fees). A study of the cost of aircraft delay
" was also made and a method for estimating the co_t of certain types of airline
delay is described. All costs are in 1976 dollars.
_ INTRODUCTION
-. In 1976, Americans spent over $17 billion to obtain air transportation
" services (ref. I). Of this amount, the airlines used roughly $8 billion to
purchase and operate their aircraft fleet. The introduction of aircraft which
incorporate new technology to reduce these costs is fundamental to the long-
._ term health of the U._. civil aviation indu_try. The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) has the primary governmental role in developing new |_
+m
civil aircraft technology and is therefore cot_cerned with the cost of applyingthis technology to future airline fleets, Examples of such NASA work include
_, studies of supercritical aerodynamics, composite materials, active controls,
4 terminal configured vehicles, very large cargo transports, supersonic airplanes,
and hydrogen-fueled aircraft.
A prime means of determlnlng the payoff from specific examples of innova-
tive research is to incorporate the technological advance into a specific
airplane configuration study and economically compete the advanced design
against a conventional aircraft (e.g., ref. 2). Langley Research Center, in
cooperation with industry designers, has followed this procedure for many
years to help guide the nation's basic aeronautical research and technology
development effort. Some past airplane studies of this type are illustrated
in figure i, along with the companion studies of airplane economics.
In doing the economic work, NASA has used the basic cost model (ref. 3)%
, developed by the Air Transport Association of America (ATA) to calculate the
direct operating cost (DOC) associated with the study aircraft. The ATA last
• revised this model in 1967. It is updated annually by the aircraft manufac-
turers but such work is not publicly available.
Reviews of the aircraft configuration studies (by airline personnel inti-
mately familiar with operating costs) indicated a concern about the adequacy
of these cost comparisons and particularly about the calculation of maintenance
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I_ costs. Close examination of the assumptions made in using the ATA model (and
an appreciation for its inherent limitations) led to the conclusion that a
._ comprehensive .review of this entire subject was needed.
Lewis Research Center first acted on this problem by sponsoring a study of
] propulsion-systemmalntenance costs. The results of that work, done under con- _
tract to American Airlines, Inc. (with United Technologies Corporation/Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft Group and the Boeing Commercial _;rcraft Company as subcon- .
tractors), were published in reference 4. The experience gained during this |9
engine study helped lead to the present work which includes a review of all |_
_: alrcraft-related operating costs encountered with commercial airplanes (except
for engine maintenance). _
!
Inputs to the present study are illu_,trated in figure 2. The objectives
of the work were to ob_aln a better understanding of airline operating costs
and thereby develop a more complete and detailed c Jst model and to look at the
_ costs associated with airline delays.
Use of trade Lames or names of manufacturers in this report does not con-
stitute an official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either •
expressed or implled_ by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
AIRLINE COST STUDIES
Approach
The study was done under contract by American Airlines, Inc. (AA), who
subcontracted a significant part of the work to the Boeing Commercial Airplane
Company (fig. 3). AA was responsible for the management of the overall effort,
for providing very detailed data for Boeing analysis, and for studying cost
components not inherently associated with the aircraft (e.g., stewardess pay
and landing fees). The Boeing Company organized the basic data, developed and •
exercised the necessary computer programs, utilized their less detailed but
_ broader data base, and carried out much of the analytical work. Study airplanes
chosen for analysis were the Boeing 747, 737, 727, 707, and the McDonnell Douglas
DC-10. Th% data b_se generally consisted of 1974 and 1975 airline experience.
Initially, much time was spent in putting the large amount of collected
data into a proper format and in revising software programs so that rapid data
correlations and analyses could be developed. A compiate description of the
techniques used and the work done is glven in reference 5 since space limita-
tlons here do not allow coverage of all topics studied.
The individual costs that were examined and their relative importance for
a typical aircraft (Boeing 727-200) are shown in figure 4. These include air-
frame maintenance, flight crew, spares investment, flight attendants, aircraft
service, landing fees, insurance, depreciation, and fuel. For comparison with
the [tandard ATA model, the costs studied here include all of the ATA costs
plus flight attendants, aircraft service, landing fees, and control fees. Most
of the effort, however, was concentrated in looking at the detailed costs of
airframe maintenance systems.
2
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_irframe Malz,tenance Costs
Model development.- The ATA model breaks maintenance system costs only into
labor and material costs (fig. 4) for the entire airframe and the entire engine
(plus an allowance for overhead burden which includes supervision and inspection
_. costs). Like some other cost-estimating relationships in the ATA model, airframe
maintenance cost is expressed essentially as a function of airframe weight,
first cost, and labor rate. In contrast, the present model computes labor and
material maintenance costs for each of the 26 airframe systems (propulsion sys-tem cost estimates are provided in re . 4) as function of the characteristic
of the maintenance system. Individual system costs are identified from airline
data by using the ATA-10Omaintenance coding system. (See table I.) Using the
.Im_ present model, therefore, the relative importance of various system maintenance
_r costs can be determined if certain deslg_ specifications of the study aircraft
are known.
_ _ Figure 5 illustrates a problem wbich arose during the course of the study.
This chart compares AA airframe uaintez,ance costs to those of the entire
domestic Lndustry fleet for three different aircraft. Although fairly close
agreement between airlines was obtained for the DC-10 and B-707, poor agreement
' was obtained for the B-747. Extra c._r_was thus taken in using and analyzing
_ Ameri an Airlines data to ensure that any conclusions drawn were representative
!
of the industry as a whole rather than of a single airline. Industry-wlde data
obtained from the Civil Aeronautics Board Form 41 were often used during the
study for this and other purposes. There are many reasons why one airline's
maintenance cost experience can depart significantly from the fleet average.
Often it is due to the route structure being fiown, but other factors which can
cause differences include utiliz_tlon, union contract provisions, airline
efficiency ano size, management and maintenance philosophy, degree of govern-
ment regulation, and climate.
An example of the data correlations made for each of the 26 airframe sys-
tems is given in £_gure 6 for the landlng-gear system. The labor and material
cost per tri is given for the entire domestic fle t (2.5-hr aver ge flight
length). Good correl_tlon between c_st and maximum gross weight is obtained
both for the entire lan0ing-gear system (consisting of the gear, tire, and
brake subsystem_) and also for only th_ gear and tires. In addition to maximum
gross ,,eight, other correlation paramet_rc were also tried (e.g., kinetic
_q energy and approach speed), and these met with varying degrees of success.
Since good correlation was obtained with this simple weight parameter, it was
selected for use in the final cost model. The equations developed from such
correlations for each of the 26 airframe maintenance systems are summarized in
table II and provide trip costs in 1976 dollars for a stardard 2.5-hr flight
length. A shorter form of these equations is given in referez,ce 5 Table Ill
shows how many individual aircraft system specifications must be known in order
to use these cost rela=ionships as compared with the ATA model, Correlating
parameters used are based on the physical characteristics of the airplane when-
ever possible.
Cost r_klng.- The data showing the relative importance of various air-
frame costs for different aircraft (fig. 7) indicate that landing gear is the
single most important airframe maintenance cost for the flrst-generatlon Jets
_ such as the B-707 and B-727. This cost was reduced to only the fourth most
important cost on the second-generation DC-10 and B-747 wide-body Jets. Thi_
is probably because of improved tire and brake technology and also better air-
llne maintenance techniques. Major improvements in maintenance cost come from
the very dramatic increases in the time interval between major inspectioes
i as airlines and regulatory agencies gain additional confidence in specific
__ aircraft and as airlines develop improved repair methods over a long period
of time. Nevertheless, inspections and miscellaneous costs remain very high
_ for the original narrow-body Jets (as they also do for the newer wlde-body air-
craft). Equipment and furnishings is also a leading airframe maintenance cost
as is the auxiliary power system (which was not used on all of the first-
gex,eration Jets). These four systems, together with the navigation system, gen-
-!
eral]y accouter for over 50 percent of the total airframe maintenance cost
, (fig. 7). The high costs of the auxiliary power unit (together with reliability
problems sometimes associated with this equipment) often lead airlines to urge
designers to consider this system as another engine which should ideally meet
the performance and reliability standards demanded of the basic engine.
Learning-curve effects.- Just as an airplane manufacturer experiences a
production-cost learning curve as more and more copies of a new airplane are
fabricated, an airline experiences a maintenance-cost learning curve when
introducing a new technology aircraft. To a large extent, this is a result of
learning how to do many individual tasks better, quicker, and therefore cheaper.
This trend is illustrated in figure 8 over a 17-yr period for the B-707. When
it was first introduced, this aircraft represented a radical change in tech-
nology level. In the first year or two of ownership, maintenance costs were
relatively low because of the newness of the equipment. However, a peak cost
level occurred in the third year of ownership (707-123 data), after which costs
steadily declined until a mature cost level was finally reached about 12 y_
i after introduction. This mature cost occurred at a magnitude less than half
that of the peak cost and was even lower than the cost encountered when the
airplane was new. Derivative aircraft, such as the B-707-323, benefited from
this previous experience. This aircraft, introduced 8 yr later, shows
the same general trend of low initial cost, a peak several years later, and
finally a mature cost at abo_it the same level as that of the original high-time
B-707-123 fleet. Other data for the B-727, B-747, and DC-IO indicate that
- these later aircraft experienced airframe maintenance trends similar to that of
the derivative B-707.alrcraft. This is not surprising since airframe technology
did not greatly change with the introduction of the wide-body aircraft.
Designers of new technology aircraft (e.g., composite primary structure and
lamlnar-flow control), however, must guard against the possibillty of high
inCroductory maintenance costs by a technique such as "design for maintenance"
or some other control measure which insures the maintenance reliability of the
new technology. Figure 8 also illustrates why airlines become apprehensive
_ when researchers talk of introducing a radical new technology aircraft.
_ Model validation.- Figure 9 compares the present cost model (see data
,i points) predictions for airframe maintenance with the actual costs (shown by
solid lines) for various aircraft in 1976. Reasonable agreement is obtained
_j across thls broad grouping of transport aircraft. .Maintenance results for the
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present model are compared with the ATA model (adjusted for inflation) in fig- _9
ure I0. The original 1967 form is, of course_ inadequate and considerably L_
overstates maintenance cost because of the learning-curve effect.
Flight-Crew Costs "_
In addition to airframe maintenance, numerous other costs affecting air-
llne operation were reviewed. One example is the flight crew's pay. Flight-
crew pay increases with increasing fllght length and maximum take-off gross
weight (fig. ll(b)) because these two parameters are generally defined in
union contracts as the prime determinants of a pilot's pay. Because of the
welght-pay relation, the highest flight-crew pay izl the American Airline sys-
, tem was attained by pilots flying heavily loaded freighter aircraft rather than
by those flying lighter weight passenger aircraft. Technology which reduces
maximum aircraft weight while accomplishing the same mission (e.g., composite
materials) therefore provides some hope of reducing flight-crew costs, pro- _
vided that this basic rule of pay determination is not altered in future union
contracts. I_
H
Improved flight-control technology may eventually eliminate the need
for the third crew member. Figure ll(a) shows that reducing the crew from
three to two reduces crew costs about 15 to 20 percent rather than causing _i_'
a proportionate cost reduction (since unlon-company seniority agreements I_;_
insure that it is the functions of tlle lowest paid crew member that are
merged or eliminated). Indirect flight-crew costs (e.g., fringe benefits,
overnight charges, and local transportation) are not included in these data ,.
correlations and add another 25 to 30 percent to the total flight-crew cost.
Copilot pay is roughly 66 percent of the captain's pay, and the third crew _t"_i
member ia paid roughly 60 percent of the captain's pay.
Airframe Spare_ -_
The introduction of a new aircraft can cause a significan_ "spares" start-
up expense. In the example given in figure 12, American Airlines' investment _?'
in airframe spares as a ratio of its total airframe investment is initially very
high because the airline has only a few copies of the model in its fleet and _,
has overstocked many parts as a precautionary measure. The rapid fleet buildup L_
, which occurs after purchase of the initial aircraft dramatically reduces this
cost ratio in the first 2 yr of the fleet's llfe. A much smaller cost
reduction then occurs in later years as the airline uses up its excess part
inventory and better manages its purchase of replacement parts, concentrating
on those parts which have demonstrated a high likelihood of early failure.
Introduction of a mature aircraft to an airline fleet usually results in a
lower introductory cost than is shown here since the airline is able to benefit
ii frPm the start-up experience of other airlines. The cost of spares is included
in the depreciation cost calculation.
ql
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Fleet Utilization
a To prorate certain fixed costs such as depreciation and spares, it is also
necessary to estimate aircraft utilization. Therefore, variations in the use
of individual airplanes were reviewed. This work indicates that the main
factors affecting aircraft utilization were individual airline route structure _
and the degree of passenger demand. Using this and other trip information,
trips made per unit time was analyzed. Figure 13 shows how the number of trips
vary as a function of stage length and flight length. Data correlations were
obtained from this information and were used in calculating costs which are
dependent on aircraft utilization.
Delay Cost
- Increasing demand for air transportation service has brought congestion to
many of the country's busiest airports despite tec'_-,ologicalimprovements. Air
travel demand is expected to grow significantly far 'o the future, yet new
airports are Just not being built (ref. 6). These e_ _s indicate that the
airline delay problem, already significant, could bec. far more seriou_ in
i
the future and perhaps cause large-scale waste of resources and major changes
in airline operations. Because of the potential importance of th_s problem
and the nature of this study, the cost and sources of airline delay were also
examined.
Airlines regularly monitor their delays and track L:he3._: associated cost in r
order to make reductions in delays that are caused by factors over which they
exercise some control. It is this airline information that provided the base
- for the delay work reviewed here. Examples of direct delay costs include
flight crew_ fuel, maintenance, passenger handling, and lost revenue. In 1976,
the cost of delay to American Airlines was $38.8 million (fig. 14), a cost
which does not include lost revenue or air-side delay costs.
Although technology can do little to eliminate occurrences such as,last-
minute passenger cancellations and late arrivals, there are other delay sources
which may be more amenable to improvement through technological advance.
Examples include delays caused by unscheduled mechanical maintenance and
weather conditions. Malntenance-related delays now cost American Airlines
about $4.9 million in station hold costs and about $1.9 million in cancellation
losses (fig. i4). These costs represent about 4 percent of the total (both '=
airframe and engine) 1976 maintenance costs. Identification of problem and
high-cost mechanical delays can lead to better design of maintenance systems
which would improve rellability and reduce the probability of part and com-
ponent failure. Weather-related losses can be alleviated, for example, by
flight-control technology which permits operations in poor visibility condi-
tions. In 1976, weather delays cost American Airlines $3.2 million in station
hold costs and another $I.7 milllon in cancellation costs (fig. 14).
The impact of maintenance delays on dispatch reliability for various air-
craft is shown in figure 15. Start-up problems typically occurring wlth the
introduction of a new aircraft fleet keQp dispatch reliability at the relatively
6
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low 90 to 93 percent level during the first year of use. Since this can have a
disastrous impact on airline profitability, intensified trouble-shootlng
efforts by both airlines and manufacturers are aimed toward cleaning up problem
area_. The figure also illustrates the rapid improvement in dlsp_tch reli-
ability which occurs in the first few years of use as a result of such efforts.
In the mature state, a reliability level between 96 to 98 percent is reached.
The cost of delay as a function of time for various a_rcraft is included
in figure 16, which shows that such costs may range from $120 for a delay last-
ing less than 3D min on a B-727-200 to $2,154 for a delay lasting over 1 hr on
a B-747 (American Airlines data). However, the figure alqo shows that most
delays are well under a l-hr duration, with the average being about 35 min long.
Maintenance delay and cancellation costs by the ATA system code are summarized
in table IV for the AA fleet, assuming an average 2.5-hr flight length.
Correlating equat_:ns for different types of airline delays are given in
table V as a function of airplane size for the AA fleet.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A detailed study of airframe maintenance costs has been made which permits
a better understanding of the factors that cause such costs. High airframe _i"_
maintenance cost areas were identified for various aircr=ft. The data and
techniques described here and in the basic contractor report should Frove use-
ful to airlines and manufacturers who are interested in analyzing and control-
: ling airframe maintenance costs. A new approach to airline cost modeling was
developed and exercised. This approach may be useful to those interested in
estimating airline operating costs on both existing and advanced technology
aircraft. The work described here may serve as a first effort toward deter-
mlningmany of £he underlying f=et(_rs which impact airline operating costs.
Langley Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Hampton, VA 23665
April 28, 1978
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___ TABLE I.- ATA MALNTENANCE SYSTEMS
Air conditioning (21) Structures -- general (50)
Autopilot (22) Doors (52)Communications (23) Fuselage (53)
Electrical power (24) Nacelles/pylons (54)
Equipment and furnishings (25) _tabilizers (55)
Fire protection (26) Windows (56)
Flight controls (27) Wings (57)
"_ Fuel (28) Powerplants -- general, including cowling (71)
Hydraulic pcwer (29) Engine (72)Ice and rain protection (30) Engine fuel and control (73)
Instruments (31) Ignition (74)
_i Landing geac (32) Engine air (75)
Lighting (33) Engine controls (76)Navigation (34) indicating (77)
Oxygen (35) Exhaust (78)
Pnet,matics (36) Oil (79)
"i Water/wasta (38) Starting (80)Airborne auxiliary power (49) Airframe -- inspection and miscellaneous (99)
( ) ATA code number
: I

ABBREVIATIONS
AC air conditioning total pack air flow, kg/m_n
AFW airframe weight, kg
APU airbc2ne auxiliary power unit
_short range operations 0.6
CF defined complexity factor = _medium range 1.0
_long range 1.6
CHANN channels
ENG engines
Fuel fuel used, kg
FR air conditioning flow rate output, kg/min
i,
GEN electrical generators
_ HxD flow of hydraulic pumps, _/min
]
L
TNS inertial navigation system
KVA kilovolt amperes
MGW maximum certified gross weight, kg
_i_i M_]X multiplex unit
N number of
NAC nacelle
OXY UEN oxygen generator
I
S}{P sP.ft horsepower, watts _
Thrust thrust, N |_
2
Wing area wing area, m
iI
II
p
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TABLE III.- AIRFRAME MAINTENANCE COCT-DEPENDENT VARIABLES
i
ATA Present
Airframe weight Airframe weight
Labor rate Labor rate
First cost Take-off gross weight
--_ Air conditioning flow rate
Autopilot channels
Seats
Multiplex unit
Electrical generators
number/capaclty
. Auxiliary power unit
--= Single/dual circuit
Fuel
Hydraulic pump flow _a
__ Inertial navigation system
Oxygen generator
Thrust
_iLaft horsepower
Nacelle number -.
Windshield type
Complexity factor
12
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TABL_ IV.- DELAY AND CANCELLATIDN COSTS (MAINTENANCE)
[American A_rlines fleet -- 2.5-hr flight length] L_
I _System C9.st, do!lars/flight hr
Landing gear 1.183
Hydraulic 1.108 -
Flight controls .915 --
Engine (basic) .541
Navigation .506 "
Engine starting .352
Air conditioning .333
.,.
Engine oil .305
Fuel .287
Fire protection .279 :
Engine fuel and control .255
Thrust reverser .248
Electrical .234
Pneumatics .217
Doors .204
Other 1.433
Tocal 8.400
I
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TABLE V.- CORRELATION OF DELAY DATA FOR AA FLEET
Coefficient of
Delay category E_uation determination*
Late arrivals from another station Y - 12.374 - 0.0232X 0.76
_alntenance Y - 2.1_4 + O.OllX 0.69
Passenger service Y = 2.763 + 0.014X 0.94 :_
Ground equipment ¥ - 0.486 + 0.013X 0.91
Stores and parts shortages Y = -0.020 + 0.002X 0.79
Late crew and crew caused delays Y = 0.420 + 0.001X 0.69
Airplane late from hangars Y = 1.002 + 0.010X 0.95I
Other Y - 0.555 + 0.019X 0.90
All causes Y = 31.258 + 0.053X 0.88 :_
Y - Delays and cancellations per 100 departures
X - Seats (for X between I00 and 450)
*I.0 is perfect data fit; _.6 is poor data fit i
14
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Figure i.- Aeronautical Systems Division system studies.
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Figure 3.- Data _a!ysls approach. Costs given in 1976 dollars.
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Figure 4.- Aircraft-related operating expenses.
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Figure 5.- Actual airframe maintenance costs for both U.S. domestic
fleet and American Airlines.
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Figure 6.- Landlng-gear operating expense for U.S. domestic fleet.
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Figure 7.-Maintenance cost of airframe systel_s for B-707, B-727, 7
DC-IO, and B-747 (American AlrlO.nes data).
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Figure 8.- Airframe malntenance learnLng curve for B-707
(American Airlines data).
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compared wich model prediction for B-747, DC-10, B-707, and
B-727. Symbols indicate cost model result.
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Figure 12.- Airframe spares cost as a ratio of airframe investment cost for
B-727 (American Airlines data).
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Figure 13.- Average U.S. domestic fleet utilization for 1974 and 1975.
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